Characteristics of Plane Gate Vibration and Holding Force in Closing Process by Experiments
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Abstract: A 1:25 scale physical model test was employed to study the plane gate vibration and holding force under the conditions of the fixed gate opening and closing process, respectively. We paid more attention to the characteristics of the gate vibration, holding force and the failure of gate-closing in closing process. The correlation between gate vibration and holding force was further examined. The results show that vertical vibration is weaker than the lateral and horizontal vibrations in fixed gate opening and is stronger than the lateral and vertical vibrations in closing process. Gate vertical vibration is self-excited vibration with a frequency of 7–14 Hz. Besides, crawl vibration in closing process is related to the upstream water depth. The higher the water level is, the earlier the crawl vibration appears. After the crawl stage, plane gate stops motion at a certain distance from the chamber floor and then the failure of gate-closing happens. Finally, gate vibration in three directions is significantly correlated with the holding force. In closing process, holding force has positive correlation with the vertical vibration and has negative correlation with the lateral and horizontal vibrations. In the crawl stage, the average of correlation coefficient in lateral, vertical and horizontal direction is −0.723, 0.733 and −0.664, respectively. Thus, the influence of gate vibration on holding force should be taken into consideration in determining the hoists capacity.
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1. Introduction

Vibration problems in water conservancy projects (including dams, gates and plants) caused by spillway is a common phenomenon. It can cause serious consequences and threaten the safe and stable operation of water conservancy projects [1–4]. Flow-induced vibration of plane gate is an important subject in water conservancy engineering. Its vibration mechanism and vibration control method are both the focus of research.

There are many excellent opinions in the literature dealing with the basic mechanism of flow-induced vibration of gate. Hardwick [5] and Jongeling [6], through the experiment, pointed out that the main cause of gate vibration was vortex formed by the failure of free shear layer at the bottom edge of gate. Based on the mechanism of flow-induced vibration, Naudascher [7] divided the gate vibration into three categories: (1) gate vibration induced by the instability of water flow; (2) gate vibration induced by flow instability and structure feedback mechanism; and (3) gate vibration caused by the induced force generated by structure motion. Thang [8,9] believed that gate vibration was caused by the downstream vortex resonance. Ishii et al. [10,11] supposed that fluid feedback force induced by gate vibration mainly included two aspects: pressure pulsation caused by the alternating flow and
alternating excitation generated by the vortex at the gate bottom edge. Kunihiro et al. [12] considered that the vibration of radial gate with small opening was nonlinear self-excited vibration. In addition, Mostafiz et al. [13] and Keiko et al. [14] conducted studies on gate vibration from the perspective of frictional damping and gate opening-closing process in the physical model test. Kolkman et al. [15] expounded the fluid inertia mode of the gate vertical vibration and believed that, in self-excited vibration process, variation of the effective flow area led to the flow pulsation and fluid inertia may aggravate the gate vibration.

When gate vibrates by the hydrodynamic loads under the high-speed flow, flow field around the gate alters acutely and the structure dynamic loads change in turn, which forms the fluid–solid coupling effect. Most vibration control methods are to change the shape of the gate bottom edge, which could realize the stability of the flow pattern and weaken the vibration magnitude. For example, Markovic et al. [16] came up with a measure to effectively reduce hydrodynamic loads through placing penetrating orifice at the gate bottom beam. Erdbrink et al. [17] arranged some ventilation slots at the plane gate bottom and water could flow into the upstream panel and out at the gate bottom edge, which destroyed the reattachment effect between flow and gate bottom edge, smoothed the outflow state and effectively mitigate the vertical vibration. Seung et al. [18] proposed a method that can effectively reduce the gate vibration magnitude and abate the gate fatigue damage by setting a guide plate at gate bottom edge. Demirel et al. [19] mounted the horizontal porous baffle at elevation below the free surface to reduce the vortex magnitude in the downstream and enhance the stability of plane gate.

Due to the increasing demand for hydroelectric energy, construction of high-head water conservancy projects put forward a high requirement for the safe operation of gate. Much work so far has focused on the static load monitoring, vibration displacement, structural stress and so on. These achievements were largely obtained by fixed gate opening, and the flow under the gate can be viewed as a steady flow [20–23]. However, little attention has been devoted to the gate vibration and its effect on the holding force in closing process. When gate is in continuously closing process, fluid boundary deforms in a large scale and the flow passing the gate becomes markedly unsteady process. To determine the characteristics of gate vibration and holding force in closing process, we simultaneously measured the gate acceleration and holding force through the physical model test and then examined the correlation between the two variables. Further studies on the characteristics of vortex shedding in closing process and the method for evaluating the gate vibration effect on the holding force will be summarized in our subsequent study.

This paper is divided into four parts. Section 1 briefly describes the achievements about gate vibration and its control methods. Section 2 introduces the arrangement of physical model test and measuring point installation. Section 3 mainly discusses the characteristics of gate vibration and holding force and examines the correlation between gate vibration and holding force under two operation modes. The conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Physical Model Test

The physical model test made of transparent Perspex plastic, at the scale 1:25, was established based on the gravity similarity criterion and flow similarity criterion. The parameters of the steel plane gate in the actual project are shown in Table 1. The physical model test was composed of five parts: tank, chamber, narrow-section, pressure hole and drainage channel (Figure 1). Two plane gates with same size were made of Perspex plastic and hydro-elastic material, respectively. Meanwhile, the hydro-elastic gate model should satisfy the structural similarity criterion to ensure the normal similitude of gate stiffness [24]. The mass and elastic modulus of hydro-elastic gate is 7.36 kg and 8 GPa, respectively.
Table 1. Parameters of the prototype gate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projects</th>
<th>Prototype Plane Gate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spillway tunnel</td>
<td>6 × 14 m² (width × height)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate slot</td>
<td>8.4 × 1.6 m² (width × thickness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel plane gate</td>
<td>7 × 14.2 × 1.4 m³ (width × height × thickness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass</td>
<td>100 t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation speed</td>
<td>1.5 m/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support type</td>
<td>Sliding block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seal</td>
<td>Downstream seal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate Bottom edge</td>
<td>Composite type (upstream inclination angle 50° and down inclination angle 30°)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation requirement</td>
<td>Closing in transient flow and opening in still water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic modulus $E$</td>
<td>200 GPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio $\mu$</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>density $\rho$</td>
<td>7.85 × 10³ kg/m³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of experiment setup.

In the physical model test, the plane gate was connected to the servo motor by steel cable and gate operation speed was 0.005 m/s. The tension sensor with a range of 100 kg was placed to measure the holding force. Three acceleration sensors were installed near the gate lug with lateral direction (gate width direction), vertical direction (gate height direction) and horizontal direction (flow direction), successively. Pulsating pressure sensors were arranged on the gate panel and bottom edge. Meanwhile, in the case of fixed gate opening the recording of data lasted for 60 s. In the case of closing process data acquisition lasted for the duration of the operation. Data Acquisition & Signal Processing (DASP) intelligent acquisition system developed by China Orient Institute of Noise & Vibration was employed to acquire and process the data cooperated with constant current power supplier. It can simultaneously measure the gate vibration acceleration and holding force at the sampling frequency of 200 Hz [25]. Data measuring, transmission and processing are depicted in Figure 2. Besides, in the physical model test, there are two operation modes of the gate, namely fixed gate opening and closing process. Gate opening ratio $\epsilon$ in fixed gate opening equals gate opening height dividing the height of spillway tunnel. The upstream water depths were 0.64, 0.72, 0.8 and 0.92 m in the physical model test,
successively (prototype depths were 16, 18, 20 and 23 m, respectively). Downstream outflow condition is free outflow. Rectangular weir was arranged in front of the drainage channel to measure the flow rate. The water levels on the tank and the rectangular weir were measured through water level meters. In addition, in closing process, we obtained the relationship acceleration or holding force with time from the experiment. To get the vibration or holding force at a certain gate opening in closing process, we firstly assume that gate opening is linear with the time. Subsequently, the vibration or holding force can be equivalent to a single degree of freedom. Elastic deformation of steel cable is the main manifestation of the structural stiffness. Given the generalized stiffness theory, the equivalent stiffness of steel cable equals the generalized force dividing generalized displacement. When steel cable has the axial force $P$, axial deformation $\Delta$ can be expressed

$$\Delta = \frac{PL}{EA} \tag{1}$$

The equivalent stiffness of the steel cable $K$ is, that is the gate vertical equivalent stiffness,

$$K = \frac{P}{\Delta} = \frac{PL}{EA} \tag{2}$$

Thus, nature frequency of simplified system $\omega_n$ can be expressed

$$\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{K}{m}} = \sqrt{\frac{EA}{Lm}} \tag{3}$$

where $E$ is the elastic modulus of steel cable; $A$ is the sectional area of the steel cable; $L$ is the steel cable length; and $m$ is simplified system mass.

### 3. Results and Discussion

#### 3.1. Characteristics of Vibration

Characteristics of plane gate vibration are related to the constraint boundaries and external excitations. Constraint boundaries of plane gate mainly include steel cable connected to the hoists, friction contact between the slide block and track, and friction contact between the rubber seal and sidewall. Once the constraint condition is determined, gate vibration is related to the external excitations. Thus, it is necessary to clarify the relationship between gate vibration with gate opening and upstream water depth. In previous investigations, plane gate was regarded as a rigid body, and its vertical vibration can be equivalent to a single degree of freedom. Elastic deformation of steel cable is the main manifestation of the structural stiffness. Given the generalized stiffness theory, the equivalent stiffness of steel cable equals the generalized force dividing generalized displacement. When steel cable has the axial force $P$, axial deformation $\Delta$ can be expressed

$$\Delta = \frac{PL}{EA} \tag{1}$$

The equivalent stiffness of the steel cable $K$ is, that is the gate vertical equivalent stiffness,

$$K = \frac{P}{\Delta} = \frac{PL}{EA} \tag{2}$$

Thus, nature frequency of simplified system $\omega_n$ can be expressed

$$\omega_n = \sqrt{\frac{K}{m}} = \sqrt{\frac{EA}{Lm}} \tag{3}$$

where $E$ is the elastic modulus of steel cable; $A$ is the sectional area of the steel cable; $L$ is the steel cable length; and $m$ is simplified system mass.
On basis of the equivalent stiffness theory, gate vertical equivalent stiffness $K$ is related to the steel cable length $L$ and simplified system mass $m$. Through the physical model test, we mainly analyzed and compared the characteristics of gate vibration under the two operation modes.

3.1.1. Vibration in Fixed Gate Opening

Because the acceleration spectrums are similar under different water depth conditions, Figure 3 only depicts the acceleration spectrums under three directions for the upstream water depth of 20 m. As revealed in Figure 3, the acceleration in three directions decreases gradually with the gate opening decrease, which is consistent with the prototype observation by Yan et al. [28]. Yan et al. pointed out that flow pulsation pressure decreased with gate opening decrease and root mean squire (RMS) of pulsation pressure can reach 10% of the upstream total head in large gate opening. However, Yang et al. [29], with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) technology through the physical model test, stated that, the smaller is the gate opening and the greater is the flow rate, the greater is the gate vibration. It was confused that gate vibration unexpectedly emerged different results at the same gate opening. The gate operation condition might account for the difference. In this physical model test and prototype observation from [28], the flow passing the gate is free outflow and not restricted by the downstream water depth. Nevertheless, gate vibration has been influenced by the downstream water depth in the physical model test in [29]. This means that different outflow conditions could produce different results. Thus, outflow condition is also an effect factor of gate vibration.

Furthermore, the dominant frequency of vibration in three directions was also obtained from the results in Figure 3. In lateral direction, the dominant frequency is mainly concentrated around 8 Hz. As gate opening decreases, the frequency is not prominent and vibration energy is dispersed...
gradually. Then, in vertical direction, the dominant frequency gradually decreases with gate opening decrease and is distributed up to 10 Hz. Vibration energy is relatively concentrated with a peak value and there is no energy dispersion. In horizontal direction the dominant frequency with multiple peaks under each gate opening has no obvious change. The frequency is mainly distributed below 20 Hz and frequency bandwidth is relatively wide. Besides, comparing the vibration spectrums at different water depths, we found upstream water depth could markedly change the acceleration magnitude and have a little influence on the dominant frequency yet. Meanwhile, flow pulsation frequency near the gate bottom edge is relatively small. The dominant frequency is 0.13–0.2 Hz. Because vibration frequency is far away from the flow pulsation frequency, the plane gate does not resonate with the flow and is self-excited vibration in fixed gate opening.

3.1.2. Vibration in Closing Process

In closing process, this paper pays more attention to the gate vertical vibration. Figure 4 provides the vertical acceleration in closing process and its partial magnification diagram. Considering the characteristics of the vertical vibration, the gate vibration process can be divided into three stages: initial stage, transitional stage and crawl stage. In the initial stage, vibration acceleration is relatively small, and its regularity is insignificant. In the transitional stage, vibration acceleration increases gradually and gate continues to fall without intermittent motion. Subsequently, in the crawl stage, vibration acceleration increases continuously and gate drops down intermittently.

![Figure 4](image-url)

Figure 4. Vertical acceleration with gate-closing time: (a) vertical acceleration in closing process; and (b) partial magnification of vertical acceleration.

Figure 5a shows the amplitude of vertical acceleration in closing process. The amplitude is different for different stages. In the initial stage, the amplitude varies slightly and maintains at 0.01 m/s². Afterwards, the amplitude increases gradually. The higher the upstream water depth, the greater the amplitude. The maximum amplitude can reach 0.11 m/s² approximately in the crawl stage and is almost 10 times higher than the initial stage. Moreover, Figure 5b plots the dominant frequency of the vertical vibration in closing process. For different upstream water depths, frequency distribution is relatively stable, and its regularity is remarkable after the initial stage. In this period, the dominant frequency gradually decreases from 14 to 7 Hz in the form of steps. As upstream water depth increases, the step moves into the origin of the coordinate and the frequency decreases gradually. This means gate vibration is directly related to the upstream water depth. Due to the dominant frequency far away from the flow pulsation frequency, we regard that gate vertical vibration is self-excited vibration in closing process.
In closing process, this paper descript the characteristics of gate vibration in fixed gate opening and closing process. Frequency in each direction is markedly different. Nevertheless, in closing process, acceleration increases gradually with gate opening decrease, which is contrary to opening decrease. The lateral and horizontal vibrations are larger than the vertical vibration. However, in closing process, acceleration increases gradually with gate opening decrease, which is contrary to

![Figure 5. Characteristics of the vertical vibration in closing process: (a) amplitude of acceleration; and (b) dominant frequency of acceleration.](image)

In addition, Figure 6 reveals the amplitude of acceleration in lateral and horizontal direction. The characteristics of lateral vibration is the same as that of vertical vibration. Nevertheless, the vibration magnitude is relatively small, and the maximum of amplitude can reach 0.013 m/s². In horizontal direction, the amplitude changes a little with time and mostly maintains below 0.008 m/s². However, unusual fluctuation peaks of acceleration appeared near 130 s, as depicted in Figure 6a. The main reason for the situation lies in the defect of the model itself. Because the physical model was built in summer and fixed by steel structure, the guide track deformed slightly at a lower temperature. The defective area is located in large gate opening. Gate opening ratio ε is roughly 0.83 and it is not the focus area of the study. Moreover, this defect does not significantly influence the vertical vibration results for a small gate opening, as described in Figure 5a. Therefore, we can ignore this defect in the following research.

![Figure 6. Characteristics of acceleration amplitude in closing process: (a) lateral direction; and (b) horizontal direction.](image)

3.1.3. Comparison of Vibration in Two Operation Modes

The above describes the characteristics of gate vibration in fixed gate opening and closing process, respectively. This section mainly compares gate vibration for two operation modes. When gate is in fixed gate opening, the acceleration in the three directions decreases gradually with gate opening decrease. The lateral and horizontal vibrations are larger than the vertical vibration. However, in closing process, acceleration increases gradually with gate opening decrease, which is contrary to
the fixed gate opening. Besides, vertical acceleration is the largest, followed by the lateral direction and horizontal direction is the smallest. From the perspective of the frequency, vibration frequency is mainly related to the gate opening and is independent of the upstream water depth in fixed gate opening. Frequency in each direction is markedly different. Nevertheless, in closing process, upstream water depth and gate opening both impact the vibration frequency. As the upstream water depth increases and gate opening decreases, vertical vibration frequency reduces gradually. The above differences are mainly caused by two aspects: the gate motion state and unsteady flow. Firstly, the gate motion state influences the boundary conditions and nature frequency of simplified system. Secondly, unsteady flow arising from gate-closing process significantly changes the hydrodynamic loads acting on the gate body. These two effects motivate a strong fluid–solid coupling in closing process, and it is markedly different from that of fixed gate opening.

3.2. Characteristics of Holding Force

Gate holding force directly determines the hoists capacity and is of great significance to the stable and safe operation of gate. Many accidents are related to the holding force in practical engineering. To determine the hoists capacity, hydrodynamics loads is a vital influential factor, in addition to the mechanical factors. Although the influence of hydrodynamics loads on hoists capacity has been explained in the relevant criterion [30], the criterion does not seem to meet the practical requirements on condition of the complex gate structure, operation conditions and design scale at present. It is necessary to clarify the hydrodynamics loads in closing process. The holding force \( F_{\text{hoist}} \) can be expressed:

\[
F_{\text{hoist}} = nG_{\text{gate}} + G_j + W_s + P_X - P_I - F_f
\]  

where \( n \) is modified coefficient of gate weight, \( G_{\text{gate}} \) is gate self-weight, \( G_j \) is additional weight, \( W_s \) is water column weight on the gate top, \( F_f \) is friction force and \( P_X - P_I \) is vertical hydrodynamic force at the gate bottom edge.

3.2.1. Holding Force in Two Operation Modes

From Equation (4), many factors can influence the holding force. In fixed gate opening, water column on the gate top and panel thrust have a relatively clear theoretical relationship with gate opening and upstream water depth. Thus, the characteristics of holding force mainly represent the characteristics of the pressure at gate bottom edge.

Table 2 summarizes the holding force and its standard deviation in fixed gate opening. As upstream water depth increases, holding force generally decreases. In large gate opening, however, the holding force increases slightly with the upstream water depth increase because gate lattice is partly filled with water. The higher is the water level, the more water there is in the gate lattice and the greater is the holding force. In small gate opening, gate lattice is fully filled with water for different operation conditions. The influence of water in the gate lattice is insignificant for the holding force.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Opening Ratio ( \epsilon )</th>
<th>Holding Force (kN)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 m</td>
<td>18 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2391.968</td>
<td>2437.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2324.772</td>
<td>2097.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2027.556</td>
<td>1781.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1864.470</td>
<td>1469.297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1371.220</td>
<td>721.812</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition, standard deviation gradually decreases with the gate opening decrease for a certain upstream water depth, as shown in Table 2. Standard deviation is proportional to water depth in
large gate opening. In small gate opening, it is inversely proportional to water depth. It indicates that upstream water depth impacts the pressure at gate bottom edge and the influence is nonlinear. Therefore, the suggestion that the pressure specified as 20 kN/m or a linear formula in the criterion does not seem to satisfy the practical requirements and need to further investigate [30].

For different upstream water depths, dominant frequency of holding force in each opening is 0.033–0.217 Hz. The frequency is not equal or close to the vertical vibration frequency and is not close to the flow pulsation frequency yet.

Subsequently, Figure 7 plots the holding force for different conditions in closing process. As upstream water depth rises, the gate-closing time decreases gradually when gate stops moving. In the initial stage, holding force varies slightly and the maximum holding force occurs near 100 s. It indicates that vertical hydrodynamic loads varies significantly and can markedly change the holding force. In the transitional crawl stage, holding force decreases gradually in a reciprocation form. It is consistent with the existing research [31]. Liang et al. [31] reckoned that holding force is a process of elastic energy stored by the steel cable releasing and storing. Specifically, the elastic energy of steel cable goes through a cycle of release–reserve–re-release–re-reserve in closing process. Afterwards, the friction forces by the loads acting on the gate body gradually increase, make the holding force gradually decrease and prevent the gate from dropping down.

Figure 7. Holding force for different conditions in closing process.

Figure 8a shows the fluctuation value of holding force in closing process. In the initial stage, the fluctuation value is small. As gate continues to go down, the fluctuation value suddenly increases rapidly. The higher is the upstream water level, the greater is the fluctuation value. Besides, Figure 8b depicts the dominant frequency of holding force. Frequency distribution is regular and its value reduces from 14 to 7 Hz in a step form. In addition, without considering the elastic hysteresis of the steel cable, axial deformation of steel cable obtained through the Equation (1) should equal the gate vertical vibration displacement. Meanwhile, we noticed that the dominant frequency of holding force is consistent with the gate vertical vibration frequency in closing process, which indicates that it is reasonable to analyze the vertical vibration through the holding force. It can be further manifested that it is feasible, in a study of gate vertical vibration, to simplify gate vertical vibration to a single degree of freedom vibration system.
when the gate dropped down intermittently in the crawl stage, the water level rising was no longer apparent, and the difference was insignificant at small gate opening.

3.2.2. Comparison of Holding Force in Two Operation Modes

Figure 9 plots the comparison results of the average of holding force for two operation modes. Overall, holding force in fixed gate opening is greater than the closing process under the same gate opening. With increase of the upstream water depth, difference of holding force between the two operation modes is large in large gate opening and is small in small gate opening. The reason for the situation is that in closing process the cross-section of flow decreased in initial stage, which led to the upstream water level to rise gradually. The water level rising caused the horizontal panel thrust, and the friction force between gate and the track increased, which made holding force less than the fixed gate opening. The higher is the upstream water level, the greater is the difference. However, when the gate dropped down intermittently in the crawl stage, the water level rising was no longer apparent, and the difference was insignificant at small gate opening.

Next, the dominant frequency of holding force was analyzed for two operation modes. In fixed gate opening, the dominant frequency of holding force is 0.2 Hz and energy spectral frequency is mainly concentrated below 1 Hz. Nevertheless, vertical vibration frequency is mainly concentrated around 5–8 Hz. The frequency of holding force is inconsistent with the vertical vibration frequency and is close to the flow pulsation frequency yet. In closing process, the vertical vibration frequency and the frequency of holding force are consistent. The frequency decreases from 14 to 7 Hz gradually.
Thus, the frequency between the holding force and vibration is not same for two operation modes. The difference may be attributed to the friction force caused by the gate motion state. In fixed gate opening, plane gate is in a state of static friction with the track. The direction of static friction force is changeable with the gate motion tendency. We tentatively put forward that, when the hydrodynamic loads are converted into the steel cable tension, static friction force with variable direction has a certain filtration effect on the loads. Only if the hydrodynamic loads are greater than the maximum static friction force can the loads be converted into the steel cable tension. Otherwise, the loads will be balanced through the static friction force. Thus, frequency of holding force is consistent with the flow pulsation frequency in fixed gate opening. Compared to the fixed gate opening, plane gate is in a state of sliding friction, and the friction force direction, opposite to the gate motion, is constant in closing process. Thus, the frequency of holding force is consistent with vertical vibration frequency in this case.

3.2.3. Crawl Vibration in Closing Process

In the closing process, the length of steel cable, water weight in gate lattice and water column on the gate top increase gradually. These changes directly reflect the increase of length $L$ and mass $m$ in Equation (3), which makes the nature frequency of the simplified system decrease. Besides, the flow boundary deformation and unsteady flow under the gate result in the variation of fluid inertia and make flow pulsation pressure acting on the gate bottom edge intensify significantly. Cai et al. [23] studied that the seismic waves had influenced on the maximum hydrodynamic pressure in curved gate. The results indicate that maximum hydrodynamic pressure of gate panel, considering the fluid–solid coupling effect, was 4–5 times higher than the theoretical value by the additional mass method. Thus, strong fluid–solid coupling effect could increase the hydrodynamic loads and crawl vibration appears in small gate opening. Ji et al. [32] regarded that the difference of dynamic and static friction coefficient was the main factor for crawl vibration. The necessary condition for the vibration is given as follows: $\Delta \mu \times P/(v \times \sqrt{m k}) > 1$ (where $\Delta \mu$ is the difference of dynamic and static friction coefficient, $P$ is the horizontal panel thrust, $v$ is the closing gate speed, $m$ is the gate mass and $k$ is the transmission rod stiffness).

Table 3 provides the time parameters about the crawl vibration in the physical model test. With the upstream water depth increase, the gate-closing time decreases and duration of crawl vibration increases gradually. We regard that crawl vibration should be related to the upstream water depth and happen at specific external loads. When the gate structure and upstream water depth are determined, the horizontal panel thrust can be viewed as a control index for the crawl vibration. From the results in [32], horizontal panel thrust also played an important role in the crawl vibration. Once panel thrust exceeds the critical threshold, crawl vibration will appear. As upstream water depth increases, the time for panel thrust reaching the threshold decreases gradually so that initial crawl time decreases, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Upstream Water</th>
<th>16 m</th>
<th>18 m</th>
<th>20 m</th>
<th>23 m</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gate closed time</td>
<td>115.3</td>
<td>107.6</td>
<td>100.3</td>
<td>95.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial crawl time</td>
<td>95.05</td>
<td>87.13</td>
<td>73.78</td>
<td>69.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of crawl vibration</td>
<td>20.25</td>
<td>20.47</td>
<td>26.52</td>
<td>25.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After the gate intermittent motion, the gate stopped moving at a certain distance from the chamber floor. The higher is the upstream water depth, the larger is the distance. The gate is not fully closed and the failure of gate-closing appears, which seriously threatens the operation of the projects. The failure has also happened in other physical model tests and engineering practices [33,34]. Because steel cable cannot provide the vertical downward loads, the gate can only utilize the self-weight, additional weight, water column on the gate top and water weight in the gate girder to close. Especially for the heavily sediment-carrying river, the sediment deposited in the gate slots exacerbates the above
phenomenon [33]. Liang et al. [31] and Novak et al. [35] both suggested increasing gate speed can improve gate stability, avoid or delay the crawl vibration to a certain extent, which was good for the gate-closing.

To solve the above problem, increasing vertical downward loads by modified gate shape or additional mass is a common technical method. Ma et al. [34] proposed the method shown in Figure 10a. Placing a protruding boundary in front of the gate bottom edge and making full use of the water column could increase the vertical downward loads. Figure 10b provides the holding force for three body shapes in the physical model test. After the body modification, the holding force gradually increases, and gate can be completely closed. Besides, we should also focus on the concerned problems caused by body modification. In Figure 10b, when gate opening ratio $\varepsilon$ is 1–0.5 (gate-closing time is less than 250 s), the fluctuation value of holding force for three body shapes is relatively small. When gate opening ratio $\varepsilon$ is less than 0.5, the fluctuation value rapidly increases. The fluctuation value for the gate of leading edge with convex is roughly three times as much as the original body. The reason for this situation is that the gate of leading edge protrusion increases effective bottom width and leads to the separation and re-attachment of flow through the gate bottom intensified. It indicates the gate bottom width is a direct factor for pressure fluctuation. Moreover, because hoists capacity converted by the prototype is about 500 N in the physical model test, the holding force has exceeded the maximum capacity for the modified gate of leading edge with convex. Fluctuation value of holding force goes back and forth to a large extent, which performs the axial deformation of steel cable and stress concentration in gate lug area. It is worth noting that stress concentration may result in tearing failure of lifting lug. Thus, the characteristics of holding force should be given more attention to prevent adverse problems in the actual operation of the modified gate.

![Figure 10. Measures to make gate be closed completely in the physical model test: (a) original and modified shape of gate bottom edge [34]; and (b) holding force for three body shapes.](image)

3.3. Correlation between Gate Vibration and Holding Force

Through the physical model test, we simultaneously measured the gate vibration and holding force. Gate vibrations in three directions are independent of each other. To explore the correlation between the gate vibration and holding force, we directly conducted the correlation and significance test between the two variables under two operation modes, respectively.

3.3.1. Correlation in Fixed Gate Opening

Table 4 shows the correlation and significance test between gate vibration and holding force in fixed gate opening. The distribution rule of correlation coefficient is not evident in three directions. Moreover, absolute value of correlation coefficient is relatively small and less than 0.3. It suggests
that the correlation between gate vibration and holding force is weak. Thus, we can believe that gate vibration has no obvious impact on the holding force and its influence can be neglected for fixed gate opening.

Table 4. Correlation between gate vibration and holding force in fixed gate opening.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction</th>
<th>Water Depth (m)</th>
<th>Gate Opening Ratio ε</th>
<th>0.1</th>
<th>0.2</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>0.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.257**</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.225**</td>
<td>0.053**</td>
<td>-0.043**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.127**</td>
<td>0.169**</td>
<td>0.142**</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>-0.053**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.134**</td>
<td>-0.156**</td>
<td>-0.256**</td>
<td>0.185**</td>
<td>-0.173**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.249**</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>-0.088**</td>
<td>0.173**</td>
<td>0.458**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.472**</td>
<td>0.057**</td>
<td>0.049**</td>
<td>0.085**</td>
<td>0.108**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>16</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.031**</td>
<td>0.228**</td>
<td>0.187**</td>
<td>-0.267**</td>
<td>0.053**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.189**</td>
<td>-0.109**</td>
<td>-0.546**</td>
<td>-0.095**</td>
<td>-0.082**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.186**</td>
<td>-0.201**</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>-0.166**</td>
<td>-0.125**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.169**</td>
<td>-0.005</td>
<td>-0.009</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>-0.041**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.027</td>
<td>-0.054**</td>
<td>0.248**</td>
<td>-0.066**</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.03**</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>-0.123**</td>
<td>-0.179**</td>
<td>-0.034**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.018</td>
<td>-0.022**</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>-0.023**</td>
<td>-0.225**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * denotes a significant difference (p < 0.05), ** denotes a significant difference (p < 0.01).

3.3.2. Correlation in Closing Process

Table 5 describes the correlation and significance test between gate vibration and holding force in closing process. The results of significance test indicate a significant correlation between gate vibration and holding force. The correlation coefficient is different for different stages. To be specific, in the initial stage correlation coefficient in three directions is relatively small and the correlation is weak, indicating that gate vibration has a little influence on the holding force and can be ignored for calculating the hoists capacity. In the transitional stage, the average of correlation coefficient in lateral, vertical and horizontal direction is −0.565, 0.944 and −0.764, respectively. According to the correlation coefficient from large to small, they were ordered as: vertical > horizontal > lateral. Subsequently, in the crawl stage, the average of correlation coefficient in lateral, vertical and horizontal direction is −0.723, 0.733 and −0.664, respectively. The correlation coefficient from large to small was as follows: vertical > lateral > horizontal. Furthermore, in the transitional and crawl stage, holding force is positively correlated with the vertical vibration and is negatively correlated with the lateral and horizontal vibrations yet. It seems that gate motion state can account for the difference. In the transitional stage, the gate keeps falling and the vertical vibration is directly represented in the holding force. On the basis of the Newton’s second law, there is a liner relationship between gate vibration and holding force. Thus, the correlation is significantly positive, and its coefficient can reach 0.944. In the crawl stage, because the gate is in a state of intermittent motion, correlation coefficient is 0.733 and smaller than the transitional stage. Meanwhile, lateral and horizontal vibrations make the friction force originating from the seal pressure and panel thrust increase. Thus, the correlation coefficient is negative, and the vibration has a mitigating effect on the holding force. In contrast, if the gate is in an opening process, lateral and horizontal vibrations can increase the holding force and the correlation coefficient should be positive. In summary, the gate vibration effect on the holding force in closing process should be considered in determining the hoists capacity.

In addition, we concentrate only on the integral gate vibration as a rigid body in closing process. The limitation of this study is not to consider the horizontal deformation of gate itself in closing process. Anami et al. [36] replaced the circular-arc plate with a vertical, flat, rigid weir-plate and analyzed the rotational vibration along the weir-plate surface through the potential flow theory. The simplification of curved gate manifested that gate vibration was different at different gate heights in fixed gate opening. Yang et al. [29] also found vibration displacement at the bottom of plane gate was greater
than at the middle in fixed gate opening. To facilitate the layout and not damage the structure of hydro-elastic gate, however, three acceleration sensors were installed near the gate lug in this study. Thus, the vibration near the lug might be unable to fully represent the characteristics of horizontal vibration. Nevertheless, the structure and operation mode between the curved gate and plane gate are both different. The reliability of the above results applied to a moving plane gate in this paper is uncertain. We have thus far not been able to quantify the uncertainty through the existing results. The following research will focus on the characteristics of horizontal vibration at different gate heights in closing process.

Table 5. Correlation between gate vibration and holding force in closing process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Depth (m)</th>
<th>Initial Stage</th>
<th></th>
<th>Transitional Stage</th>
<th></th>
<th>Crawl Stage</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td>Horizontal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.045 **</td>
<td>0.418 **</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>−0.472 **</td>
<td>0.946 **</td>
<td>−0.644 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>−0.227 **</td>
<td>0.761 **</td>
<td>−0.374 **</td>
<td>−0.566 **</td>
<td>0.955 **</td>
<td>−0.874 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.271 **</td>
<td>0.285 **</td>
<td>−0.032 **</td>
<td>−0.555 **</td>
<td>0.941 **</td>
<td>−0.678 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>−0.138 **</td>
<td>0.369 **</td>
<td>−0.041 **</td>
<td>−0.667 **</td>
<td>0.936 **</td>
<td>−0.862 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * denotes a significant difference ($p < 0.05$), ** denotes a significant difference ($p < 0.01$).

4. Conclusions

Physical model test was used to investigate the characteristics of gate vibration and holding force in a plane gate at two operation modes. More attention was paid to the gate vertical vibration and the correlation between the gate vibration and holding force. The results are as follows.

The vibration acceleration is significant in lateral and horizontal directions, and it is 10 times higher in the vertical direction in fixed gate opening. In closing process, however, vertical vibration is stronger than those in the lateral and horizontal directions. Dominant frequency of vertical vibration gradually decreases from 14 to 7 Hz in a step form. The experiment results also show that gate vertical vibration simplified into single degree of freedom is reasonable through equivalent stiffness theory.

At the same gate opening, the holding force in closing process is less than the fixed gate opening. The horizontal panel thrust of plane gate can be treated as a hydraulic factor for the crawl vibration. Once the panel thrust exceeds the critical threshold, crawl vibration happens. After the crawl vibration, the gate stops motion at a certain distance from the chamber floor and the failure of gate-closing happens. The higher is the upstream water level, the greater is the distance. Increasing the vertical downward loads by modified shape of gate bottom edge can solve the failure of gate closing. More attention should be paid to the holding force to prevent the large fluctuation value from exceeding hoists capacity and tearing failure.

For fixed gate opening, gate vibration has almost no influence on holding force and can be ignored in determining the hoists capacity. In closing process, however, absolute value of correlation coefficient in three directions is relatively high. Holding force is significantly positively correlated with the vertical vibration and is significantly negatively correlated with lateral and horizontal vibrations. Thus, the gate vibration effect on the holding force should be considered in determining the hoists capacity under closing process.
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